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NICE recommendations

PD-L1 expression testing in
Urothelial Carcinoma

 Atezolizumab is recommended for use within the Cancer Drugs Fund
as an option for untreated locally advanced or metastatic urothelial
carcinoma in adults when cisplatin-containing chemotherapy is
unsuitable,

Dr Philippe Taniere
Molecular Pathology Diagnostic Services
University Hospitals Birmingham

 Pembrolizumab is recommended for use within the Cancer Drugs
Fund as an option for untreated locally advanced or metastatic
urothelial carcinoma in adults when cisplatin-containing
chemotherapy is unsuitable,

 only if: their tumours express PD-L1 at a level of 5% or more

 only if: their tumours express PD-L1 with a combined positive score of 10 or
more

Disclosures

NICE recommendations

• I have received fees for talks or attending advisory board meetings from:
•

 Atezolizumab is recommended as an option for treating locally
advanced or metastatic urothelial carcinoma in adults who have had
platinum-containing chemotherapy,

Agilent, AstraZeneca, Boehringer Ingelheim, Bristol-Myers Squibb, MSD, Merck Serono,
Novartis, Pfizer, Roche and Ventana

 only if: atezolizumab is stopped at 2 years of uninterrupted treatment or earlier
if the disease progresses and

 Pembrolizumab is recommended for use within the Cancer Drugs
Fund as an option for treating locally advanced or metastatic
urothelial carcinoma in adults who have had platinum-containing
chemotherapy,
 only if: pembrolizumab is stopped at 2 years of uninterrupted treatment or
earlier in the event of disease progression

References go here
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PD-L1 testing in routine practice at UHB

PD-L1 interpretation training completed

 PD-L1 IHC 22C3 pharmDx (Agilent) on Autostainer Link 48
 PD-L1 IHC 28-8 pharmDx (Agilent) on Autostainer Link 48
 Ventana PD-L1 (SP263) Assay on Benchmark Ultra
 Ventana PD-L1 (SP142) Assay on Benchmark Ultra

 Lung 22C3 pharmDx
 Lung Ventana PD-L1 (SP263) Assay
 Lung Ventana PD-L1 (SP142) Assay
 Melanoma 28-8pharmDx
 Urothelial Carcinoma Ventana PD-L1 (SP142) Assay
 Urothelial Carcinoma 22C3 pharmDx
 Head and Neck 28-8pharmDx
 Breast carcinoma Ventana PD-L1 (SP142) Assay

PD-L1 testing in routine practice at UHB

PD-L1 testing in routine practice at UHB

Autostainer Link 48

https://www.agilent.co
m
/

Benchmark Ultra

 Lung cancer, 22C3 pharmDx : April 2016-June 2019: 26 000 cases
 Melanoma, 28-8 pharmDx : April 2016-June 2019: 600 cases
 Head and Neck, 28-8 pharmDx : 70 cases
 Urothelial carcinoma: 22C3 pharmDx and Ventana PD-L1 (SP142)
Assay : June 2018-June 2019: 744 cases
 Breast carcinoma: Ventana PD-L1 (SP142) Assay: April 2019-June
2019: 90 cases

https://usdiagnostics.roche.com
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PD-L1 interpretation is specific to the
assay and to the tumour type
 Lung 22C3 pharmDx , 28.8, Ventana PD-L1 (SP263) Assay :
membranous staining in tumour cells
 Lung Ventana PD-L1 (SP142) Assay : ≥ 50% TC or ≥ 10% IC
 Bladder Ventana PD-L1 (SP142) Assay : ≥ 5% IC
 Urothelial Carcinoma 22C3 pharmDx : Combined Positive Score (CPS)
 Melanoma 28-8 pharmDx : membranous staining in tumour cells (5%)
 Head and Neck 28-8 pharmDx : membranous staining in tumour cells
(1%)

Pitfalls for PD-L1 assessment

PD-L1 testing in Urothelial
Carcinoma

2 drugs-2 PD-L1 tests

 Spatial heterogeneity
 Adequacy of biopsies/cytology?
 Primary or metastasis? (or both?)

 Temporal heterogeneity
 Impact of chemotherapy
 Impact of immunotherapy
 Impact of immune status
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Assessment with Ventana PD-L1 SP142
assay

Ventana PD-L1 SP142 assay for urothelial
carcinoma

 The proportion of tumour-infiltrating immune cells (IC) covering
the tumour areas is assessed.
 Tumour is positive for PDL1 expression and patient is suitable for
Atezolizumab therapy when there is discernible PD-L1 staining
of any intensity in tumour-infiltrating immune cells
(lymphocytes, macrophages and granulocytes) covering at least
or more of 5% of tumour area.

Ventana PD-L1 SP142 assay for urothelial
carcinoma

Ventana PD-L1 SP142 assay for urothelial
carcinoma
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Assessment with 22C3 PharmDx

22C3PharmDx Urothelial Carcinoma

 PDL1 expression is determined by Combined Positive Score
(CPS), which is the number of PD-L1 staining cells (tumour cells,
lymphocytes and macrophages) divided by the total number of
viable tumour cells, multiplied by 100.
 Tumour is positive and patient is suitable for Pembrolizumab
therapy when CPS is at or above 10 (Maximum score is 100)

22C3PharmDx Urothelial Carcinoma

22C3PharmDx Urothelial Carcinoma
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22C3PharmDx Urothelial Carcinoma

UHB experience
 Between 26.07.2018 and 21.06.2019
 744 cases referred
 21 cases not suitable (3%)
 552 cases for Pembrolizumab
 440 cases for Atezolizumab
 277 cases for both

 turn around time: 3 to 6 working days
22C3PharmDx Urothelial Carcinoma

22C3PharmDx Urothelial Carcinoma

UHB experience
 Ventana PD-L1 (SP142) Assay :
 36% positive (more than 5%)

 22C3 PharmDx assay:
 28% positive (CPS >10)

22C3PharmDx Urothelial Carcinoma
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UHB experience

Perspective: more predictive markers?

 Correlation between both assays

 MisMatch Repair deficiency (MSI-H/loss of loss of MMR protein
expression): agnostic predictive marker for Pembrolizumab
(FDA approved); not licensed in England

 240/277 cases with concordant results (87%)
 36/277 cases with discrepant results (13%)
 7 cases Pos for Pembrolizumab and Neg for Atezolizumab
 29 cases Neg for Pembrolizumab and Pos for Atezolizumab

 Tumour Mutation Burden (TMB)
 Not a clinically validated marker in urothelial carcinomas

Perspective
 Durvalumab (Imfinzi) possibly getting licensed soon?
 PD-L1 assessment: SP263
 IC >25% and TC >25%
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